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one chair, a telephone, and a typewriter mounted on a sewing
machine stand. Entrance to it from the ancient rue Mont-
martre wa's gained by a creaking Louis XIV staircase, and the
single window looked out on the Crescent Cafe in which Jean
Jaures, famous French socialist leader, was assassinated at
the outbreak of the war. A block away was the Paris Bourse
where all the telegraphs of France begin and end.
On the street, everywhere, were Frenchmen who spoke a
tongue I did not understand. I read French laboriously, but
it was evident for me from the first moment at Le Havre
that the spoken word in French was impossible. In Paris it
was worse. Parisians speak with a machine-gun-like staccato
all their own. At first you think they are cursing you.
An inadequate knowledge of French, a telephone over
which I could not talk, a complete lack of news liaisons and
contacts—I was up to my neck without a life-preserver. It
was the custom of the organization for which I worked to
throw its men into a situation and let them sink or swim.
Here I was, the Paris representative of a news association
serving hundreds of newspapers. By way of competition there
was the Associated Press with a staff of writers all con-
versant with the French tongue. This staff was under the
direction of Elmer Roberts, ex-Associated Press correspondent
in Berlin. Roberts had the added advantage of a close con-
nection with the Havas agency, the official government-
subsidized news-gathering organization of France.
Here was a problem. It seemed impossible to avoid being
beaten occasionally by my powerful rival on news x>f routine
nature, but to create the proper impression at home I must
score on something spectacular.
The prevailing news concerned the German submarine
blockade, which Berlin had assured the world would in a few
months choke France and England to death. The Allies were

